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• 27.5-30.0 GHz UPLINK 17.7-20.2 GHz OOWNLINK
• TOMA WITH DAMA
• MW MATBIX SWITCH MODE
220 MSPS UPLINK Z20 MSPS DOWNLINK
(NOTE-EXPERIMENTS POSSIBLEAT ANY BIT RATEAND
MODULATION IN EITHERTDMA OR FDMA FORMA$)
• BASEBAND PROCESSORMODE
FOUR.27.5 MSPS TWO-110 MSPS DOWNLINKS
TWO-110 MSPS UPLINKS
• SMSK MODULATION IN BASEBAND PROCESSORMODE
• _ 10 -s BER
• FADE MARGIN: MWMS MODE BBP MODE
UPLINK 18 dB 15 dB
DOWNLINK 8 dB 6 dB
• FADE SENSING 20 AND 30 Gt4z DOWNLINK BEACONS
• 20 Gtlz TWTA
POWER 43 W
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| (.Bin hiPACKAGE r'l MICROWAVE
i THREE H lUATIHX SW[TCB THREE ICHANNEL r'l CHANNEL |
BECE,VER | I| [_£o_o IJ ITRANS.iTTEBI I
I-. I PROCESSOR 3.3 METER, 20 GHZ
| (LBR) TRANSMIT ANTENNA
COMMUNICATIONSATELLITES
BENEFITSOF NEI*IMODULATIONAND CODINGTECHNOLOGIES
o CONSERVEBANDWIDTH
0 CONSERVEPOWER
o IMPROVELINKAVAILABILITY
o IMPROVEINFORMATIONINTEGRITY
o IMPROVEINFORMATIONSECURITY
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COMMUNICATIONSATELLITES
CURRENTAPPLICATIONS
0 TELEVISIONPROGRAMDISTRIBUTION
o LONGHAULTELEPHONE
o DATATRANSMISSION
o BUSINESSCOMMUNICATIONS( TARNETWORK)
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